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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE  

 

 

Pharos Offshore Group Announces the Addition of a New Jet Trencher to Their 
Fleet: The UTV600 
This strategic expansion is in response to increasing demand across the global offshore 
energy sectors. 

 

Port of Blyth, Northumberland UK (Feb. 29, 2024) -- In response to the surging demand across 
the global offshore energy sectors, Pharos Offshore Group, a leader in seabed intervention and 
subsea services, is excited to announce the latest addition to its fleet -- the UTV600 jet trencher. 

"Our investment in this jet trencher further demonstrates our commitment to providing innovative 
solutions tailored to the evolving needs of the subsea industry, whilst delivering our strategic 
objective of expanding our subsea fleet to meet industry demands," comments Russell Edmondson, 
Managing Director of Pharos Offshore Group. 

Key features and benefits of the UTV600 

• Operational depth up to 3,000 meters, catering to the most demanding deepwater projects. 

• Interchangeable jetting swords up to 3 meters, providing excellent adaptability. 

• 600hp system power, ensuring powerful and efficient trenching operations. 

• Operational modes allow for free-fly operations, and both tracked and skid trenching modes 
offering versatility in approach and execution. 

• Supplied with a dedicated Sea State 6 Launch and Recovery System (LARS).  

• A newly upgraded control system provides interfacing between LARS, power system and 
subsea components, alongside next generation multiplexer to support survey sensor 
requirements. 

The UTV600's operational modes allow for controlled trenching of cables, flowlines and umbilicals 
through a wide range of project variables. The system ensures that product burial tolerances are 
easily maintained with precision and reliability. 



“The UTV600 Jet Trenching ROV is a fantastic addition to the Pharos fleet and strengthens our 
dedication to delivering the highest standards of performance, reliability, and relevancy for our 
international clients.” -  Eduard de Zwaan, Director of Sales at Pharos Offshore Group 

For more detailed information about the UTV600 and how it can support your subsea trenching 
requirements, visit UTV600 Jet Trencher. 

 

About Pharos Offshore Group: Pharos Offshore Group is a provider of subsea equipment, people 
and services to the global offshore energy sectors focusing on seabed intervention, observation and 
inspections for critical subsea infrastructure. From humble beginnings going back 20 years, Pharos 
employs over 60 members of staff split across onshore and offshore operations, operate globally in 
locations including Europe, East Asia, Middle East & Americas, and possess an ever-growing asset 
fleet to aid project fulfilment.  

 

For more information about Pharos Offshore Group, please visit www.pharosoffshoregroup.com. 
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